Abstract. This article is dedicated to the answer to the following question: "Which characteristic functions can be expressed as the product of two or more bounded derivatives?".
denote 3(R).
The terms " ¿/-closed", " ¿-interior" ( ri-int), etc., refer to the Denjoy topology (density topology) on R. (See, e.g., [2] , [5] .) We say that a function is approximately continuous if and only if it is continuous relative to the Denjoy topology. It is well known that approximately continuous functions are Baire one functions and bounded approximately continuous functions are derivatives (cf., e.g., [1] ). We will use an old lemma of Zahorski. Lemma 1. Let A and B be disjoint, d-closed, G¡ sets. Then there is an approximately continuous function g:E-»R such that 0 < g < I on R, g = I on
A and g -0 on B [6, Lemma 12 ].
For each set T £ R and each interval /, let <pr(I) denote the measure of the greatest interval J contained in I\T, if any such interval exists, and 0 otherwise (cf., e.g., [4] ). If a and b are endpoints of /, then we will write also tpT(a, b) instead of <Pt(I) ■ We say that the set T c R is nonporous at x iff lim 9T(x-t,x + t) =
«-0+ 2t
Also, T is called nonporous if it is nonporous at each of its points. We say that the set T c R is ambiguous iff it is both an Fa and a Gá set. For the remainder of this article, let T denote a fixed ambiguous and nonporous subset of R, and S = R\7\ We will write q>(I) instead of tpr(I) ■ For each bounded interval / and e £ (0, 1], we will denote by &(I, e) the family of all pairs of derivatives (fx, f2) defined on ell which satisfy the following conditions: Denote by Q the first uncountable ordinal. We will use the following wellknown theorem (Cantor-Baire stationary principle). Define a transfinite ascending sequence {C7a}a<n of subsets of R as follows:
(1) Go = 0, (2) Ga+X = int(5 U Ga), if a < Q is even, (3) GQ+1 = int(T U Ga), if a < Q is odd, (4) Ga = \Jß<a Gß , if a < Q is a limit ordinal.
Then for each a < fi, the set Ga is open. Note that Ga ^ R implies Ga ^ Ga+2 (cf. Lemma 2), so by Theorem 4, there exists a Ç < Q such that Gt = R.
Lemma 5. Whenever J is a bounded open interval and e > 0 there exist «eN a«J xi, ... , x"_i e rn 7 such that xx < ■■■ < x"_i and, setting xq = inf/, xn = sup /, we have Xi -Xi-\ < y(Xi-X, x¡) + e for i£{l, ... , n}.
Proof. Since T n J is a totally bounded separable space, we can find elements X\,..., x"_i e TnJ such that for each t £ TC\J, there is an i £ {1, ... , n-1} such that \t -x¡\ < e/2. Set x0 and x" as above. Then for i £{l,... Proof. We will use induction on n .
(1) If n = 1, then we set tx = 1.
(2) Assume that the assertion holds for some n £ N. Let rx, ... , rn+x be nonnegative numbers and choose tx, ... , tn £ {-1, 1} according to the induction assumption. Suppose that both the sequence (tx, ... , tn, 1) and the sequence (tx, ..., tn, -I) do not satisfy our requirements. Then there exist k, I £ {1, ... , n} such that and 53tsrs + rn+x > 2max{rs: s £ {k, ... , n +I}} > 2rn+x s=k n 2tsrs-rn+x < -2ma\{rs: s £ {I, ... , n + I}} < -2rn+x. s=l We may assume that k < I (the opposite case is similar). Subtracting the two above inequalities we get /-î^ + 2^+! > 2max{ri: s£{k, ... ,n+ l}} + 2r"+1, In this way we get a triangular matrix [tk,n]ken,n<k ■ Next we proceed by induction. Let t(Kx ) be a number which appears in the first column of this matrix infinitely many times. If we have already defined t(Kn) for n < m, then let t(Km) be a number which appears in the mth column of this matrix, in rows number k for which r¿ " = t(Kn) for n < m , infinitely many times.
Let / c R be an arbitrary interval. Let (ms)s be a strictly increasing sequence of those m £ N, for which Km C I. Take an e > 0 and find an / £ N such that £s>/ r(Km¡) < e . There is a k £ N such that tk¡n = t(Kn) for Proof. Since G^ -R, it is enough to prove by transfinite induction on a < Q that every compact interval contained in Ga belongs to ^.
I. Let a -0. Then Ga = 0 and there is nothing to prove. II. (a) Assume that the assertion holds for each compact interval contained in Ga and a is even. Let / be a compact interval contained in Ga+X and e e (0, 1]. Let {/": n} be a family (maybe empty) of all components of InGa anda" = inf/" , b" = sup/,, . For each n :
• if a", b" £ Ga , then I C Ga and so by assumption / £ f ; • if an , b" & Ga , then find a strictly increasing sequence (y",z)zez with limit points a" and b", and such that for each z e Z, |/"jZ| < • if an £ Ga and bn £ Ga, then find a strictly increasing sequence if I is a bounded interval contained in Ga+X and a -inf /, b = (*) sup/ G T, then there exist derivatives fx, f2 defined on cl / which satisfy (a)-(e) and such that fx = f2 = 0 on cl I\Ga .
Let {/" : n} be a family (maybe empty) of all components of / n Ga , and let a" , b" be endpoints of /" . For each n, use Lemma 6 to find a strictly increasing sequence (y",z)zez of elements of TC\In with limit points a" and (We used the fact that T is nonporous at x.) Similar argument holds for y < 0, so f\, f2 £ 3(ell), which completes the proof of (*). Now let / be any compact interval contained in Ga+X and e G (0, 1].
• Use Lemma 3 to find nonoverlapping compact intervals Jx, ... , J" contained in lnGa suchthat fr(/nGa\U?=i JÙ c r> \InGa\\J"=\ H < 5^1 and l^nAU^,/,!^51^1. For i £ {1,...,«}, let (giA, giy2)£<?(Ji,e/2). • Let Ix,..., Im be components of /\ U"=i J¡ ■ For k £ {1, ... , m} , use (*) with I = Ik and find derivatives hk,\, hk2 defined on cllk which satisfy (a)-(e).
• Use Lemma 7 with D -I\Ga and ex -e2 -I -e, and find approximately continuous functions fo,\, fo,2 satisfying conditions (l)- (4) Hence and by Theorem 11 we get the following corollary.
Corollary 13. Let S c R, T = R\S. Then the following four conditions are equivalent: (1) There is a natural number m and derivatives f\,..., fm such that f\.fm -Xs- (2) S is ambiguous and T is nonporous.
(3) There are f,g£3 such that f = g and \f\ = 1 on S, fg = 0 on T and l/l <2, \g\ <2 on R. (4) There is a natural number m and bounded derivatives f\, ... , fm such that fx.fmXs-
